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1. Executive summary
Introduction

The City has decided to use data as a tool to reduce energy
consumption and as a platform to develop new solutions to
help change behavior related to energy consumption. The
City wants to achieve its carbon neutrality goals while fostering
economic and job growth. It recognizes that data can inform
decision makers who, in turn, drive the innovations they know
are needed to close the emissions gap between now and 2025.

The City of Copenhagen, Denmark is one of 31 cities
selected in 2013 to receive a Smarter Cities Challenge®
grant as part of IBM’s citizenship efforts to build a Smarter
Planet®. During three weeks in May 2013, a team of five
IBM experts interviewed 197 stakeholders and worked
to deliver recommendations on a key challenge identified
by the Lord Mayor, Frank Jensen, and his senior
leadership team:

The City states that it needs a better strategy for using accessible
data to achieve this goal, as well as a gap analysis of which data
and digital infrastructures are needed to support the goal of
increased energy efficiency.

How can management of data help Copenhagen
achieve its goal of carbon neutrality by 2025?
The Copenhagen City Council adopted the CPH 2025 Climate
Plan in August 2012, formally committing to the goal via a
roadmap for principal target areas and initiatives. Included in
this plan is an energy consumption track that seeks to reduce
heat consumption by 20%, business electricity consumption
by 20% and private household electricity consumption by 10%.

The City posed a variety of questions to the IBM Smarter Cities
Challenge team to describe its challenge. Among them: How can
the City use accessible data to optimize the energy consumption
for its various sectors, as well as within businesses and homes?
How should data be made available to stakeholders, and how
can the City win their support? How does the use of energy
data increase quality of life in the City?

The challenge

Findings and recommendations

Copenhagen has made significant strides to displace fossil
fuel power plants by using renewable sources (wind, solar and
municipal waste power) since declaring its initiative. These
efforts have already decreased the City’s carbon emissions by
40%. The City remains committed to driving the remaining
reductions through 2025, although doing so represents
a significant challenge.

The Smarter Cities Challenge team developed key findings
under five themes:
• The 2025 goals need to drive innovative ideas for new business
opportunities and education
• Key stakeholders are fragmented across silos
• There is a lack of standardized data among data producers
and consumers
• Electricity consumption in buildings and automobile traffic
are major sources of carbon emission
• A structured approach is needed to drive the initiative and
engage the public
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4. Establish a governance body

The team recommends that the City “think big” by elevating
the level of discussion from “data” to “value creation.” It makes
the following four recommendations:

Establish a governance and innovation structure to drive strategy,
matrix management execution and system performance. The
new entity, comprising government, business and citizen
representatives, would operate under a clearly defined charter.
It would create a system to track and report on progress toward
the achievement of 2025 carbon neutrality objectives.

1. Establish a Copenhagen Open Value Network
Stimulate the development of a vibrant energy sector ecosystem
that aligns data and innovation efforts with an Open Value
Network. The network is a key component of an eco-stimulation
program. Its 21st century infrastructure efficiently connects
private and public data owners, data consumers and innovators
to create new value by exchanging data in a structured, open
and standards-based fashion.

Conclusion
The City of Copenhagen has built a solid foundation from which
it can foster new innovative capabilities. But in order to achieve
the aims of the 2025 Climate Plan, it needs to raise its game
by demonstrating leadership in the intertwined areas of climate
change, energy consumption and transportation performance.

2. Create an integrated end-to-end energy model
Tap existing brainpower. Establish a partnership to encourage
the creation of an integrated, citywide energy and emissions
management model(s) to optimize resource utilization while
striving to minimize CO2 emissions. The City administration,
working with university and research institutes, should lead the
model development. The Open Value Network should host the
model and support crowdsourcing of calibration information
to increase accuracy for each value chain component.

Highlights
• Elevate the discussion from “data” to “value creation”
• Drive innovations to close the emissions gap
• Develop a structured approach to drive innovation,
eliminate silos and engage support
• Lead by example so stakeholders can see the benefits
of sustainable behavior

3. Extend transportation and building initiatives
Lead by example by demonstrating sustainable behavior within
the City’s building and traffic infrastructure. Since the City lacks
regulatory authority to mandate energy reductions, it can “walk
the walk” with measures, such as demonstrating the benefits of
retrofitting buildings, to reduce energy use and by continuing
its smart traffic light planning initiative. As the Open Value
Network evolves, City data will enable consumers to make
better decisions that impact their energy consumption by
having access to real-time usage of energy data.
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2. Introduction
A. The Smarter Cities Challenge

In November 2008, IBM initiated a discussion on how the
planet is becoming “smarter”. By this it meant that intelligence
is becoming infused into the systems and processes that make the
world work — into things no one would recognize as computers:
cars, appliances, roadways, power grids, clothes and even natural
systems, such as agriculture and waterways. By creating more
instrumented, interconnected and intelligent systems, citizens
and policymakers can harvest new trends and insights from
data, providing the basis for more informed decisions.

By 2050, cities will be home to more than two-thirds of the
world’s population. They already wield more economic
power and have access to more advanced technological
capabilities than ever before. Simultaneously, cities are
struggling with a wide range of challenges and threats
to sustainability in their core support and governance
systems, including transport, water, energy,
communications, healthcare and social services.

A Smarter City uses technology to transform its core systems and
optimize finite resources. Since cities grapple on a daily basis
with the interaction of water, transportation, energy, public
safety and many other systems, IBM is committed to a vision
of Smarter Cities® as a vital component of building a Smarter
Planet. At the highest levels of maturity, a Smarter City is a
knowledge-based system that provides real-time insights to
stakeholders and enables decision makers to manage the city’s
subsystems proactively. Effective information management is
at the heart of this capability, and integration and analytics are
the key enablers.

Meanwhile, trillions of digital devices, connected through
the Internet, are producing a vast ocean of data. All of this
information — from the flow of markets to the pulse of societies
— can be turned into knowledge because we now have the
computational power and advanced analytics to make sense
of it. With this knowledge, cities could reduce costs, cut waste,
and improve efficiency, productivity and quality of life for their
citizens. In the face of the mammoth challenges of economic
crisis and increased demand for services, ample opportunities
still exist for the development of innovative solutions.
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With this in mind, IBM Corporate Citizenship has launched
the Smarter Cities Challenge to help 100 cities around the world
over a three-year period become smarter through grants of
IBM talent. The City of Copenhagen, Denmark, was selected
through a competitive process as one of 31 cities to be awarded
a Smarter Cities Challenge grant in 2013.

Intelligence is being infused into the way the world works.
As IBM aligns its citizenship efforts with the goal of building
a Smarter Planet, it realizes that city leaders around the world
face increasing economic and societal pressures. Given the
increased demand for services, they have to deliver new
solutions ever more rapidly.

During a three-week period in May of 2013, a team of five IBM
experts worked in Copenhagen to deliver recommendations
around key issues for the Lord Mayor, Frank Jensen.

Instrumented

Interconnected

Intelligent

We can measure, sense
and see the condition of
practically everything.

People, systems and objects can
communicate and interact with
each other in entirely new ways.

We can analyze and derive insight from
large and diverse sources of information
to predict and respond better to change.

Figure 1:
Instrumented, interconnected, intelligent
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B. The challenge

•

The key challenge identified by the Lord Mayor, and his senior
leadership team was as follows:

•

How can management of data help Copenhagen
achieve its goal of carbon neutrality by 2025?

•

•

The City of Copenhagen has a strong focus on actions that can
provide results for the City, its citizens and business. It is interested
in an open data roadmap with realistic goals and milestones and
a short time scale; based on the priorities listed below.
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

How can the City use accessible data to optimize the energy
consumption for its various sectors?
What steps must the City take, and what data can stakeholders
expect from it, to stimulate their interest in energy efficiency
and thus actively support more flexible energy consumption?
What opportunities and challenges exist in the current modern
City and in the proposed Smarter City?
What is the best way for the City to use energy data to encourage
reductions in the consumption of heat and electricity?
What are the minimum datasets needed in a more specific
model? Which datasets already exist?

•

•
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How can energy data be used as an incentive for energy saving
by citizens and businesses?
What are the benefits and advantages for those who share
data, including individuals, groups and society?
How is data best made available for developers and citizens,
and how can these stakeholders become engaged in actively
using available data?
What should the governance structure for generating,
collecting, managing and using data look like?
What role should the municipality play versus private entities?
What business models can stakeholders use?
Are any external factors (practical, legal) preventing the
use of energy data? If so, how are these limitations being
managed elsewhere?
What is in it for the citizens? How does the use of energy
data increase their quality of life?
What established and scalable pilot project(s) might the City
of Copenhagen employ from existing data?

3. Findings, context
and roadmap
A. Findings and context
Key findings

Stakeholders affected

Conclusions

Data is key to meeting the 2025 goals:
• Lack of data standards among many different data
producers and consumers
• Existing data is fragmented, nonstandard, with
unclear communication protocols, loosely structured,
difficult to discover, incomplete
• Data availability will drive innovation, but it is
difficult to distinguish the data needs from the
business problems
• Islands of data (data hubs) are emerging, but
there is no effective way to match data owners
to data consumers

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Copenhagen government
Citizens
Urban developers
Energy providers
Technical infrastructure suppliers
Energy consumers
Influencers
Businesses

• The biggest challenge is connecting all data
from all stakeholders and using it to make new
uses of data and devices
• Need for trusted quality data — must have
a governance and data infrastructure
management process
• Data is a competitive issue for businesses,
which explains their reluctance to share it
• Need for open data, as well as the ability
to secure private data

Time/speed is an important factor:
• Timeliness of data is the key to end users’ ability
to make decisions

•
•
•
•
•
•

Copenhagen government
Citizens
Energy providers
Technical infrastructure suppliers
Energy consumers
Businesses

• Usage data on energy bills is only
available quarterly
• Real-time data is required, such as traffic data,
to make changes in energy consumption

There appears to be minimal data about traffic, a major
source of carbon emissions:
• Lack of data and lack of access to monitor
pedestrian flow, traffic congestion, traffic prediction
and weather impacts
• Some suppliers have limited data
and are willing to share it with the City

•
•
•
•
•
•

Copenhagen government
Citizens
Urban developers
Technical infrastructure suppliers
Influencers
Businesses

• Businesses and citizens cannot use data
because it is either unavailable or presented
in an unusable format (machine readable)
• Empowered citizens and visitors will find
alternative ways to travel through the city
if they have access to data
• Requirement for better and cheaper
transportation, such as a better fare system,
better coverage and more coordinated repair
planning
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Key findings

Stakeholders affected

Conclusions

Lack of incentives for businesses and citizens:
• Consumers are very important stakeholders, and
ease of use will help to engage them in successfully
achieving the 2025 goals
• 55% of Copenhageners ride bikes as an economical
transportation means due to green agenda
• Citizens: Quality of life, health benefits, ease of use,
cost reduction, job creation, housing financial ownership
structure does not constitute a value proposition to each
owner in the matrix (such as building owner, maintenance,
renovation strategy owned by municipality)
• Businesses: Economic beliefs, competitive concerns;
most people do not understand the relationship
between energy choices, cost and CO2 impact

•
•
•
•
•
•

Copenhagen government
Citizens
Technical infrastructure suppliers
Energy consumers
Influencers
Businesses

• Behavior changes will take time
• Lack of automated products that can turn on/
off at certain times of the day/night in order to
leverage low peak times
• Example of electric car (exempt from toll,
tax structure)
• A robust communication plan with clearly
defined benefits is required for both citizens
and businesses, linking benefits to job creation
and economic growth at the global level

Refurbishing existing city buildings and residences is
expensive, and historical architectural buildings must
be maintained:
• Building owners are not given incentives to make energy
improvements because they do not pay for energy
• Infrastructure companies won’t share data (such as
sewer companies)
• Co-op boards view cash as king and are reluctant to
spend on site improvements

•
•
•
•
•
•

Copenhagen government
Citizens
Urban developers
Energy providers
Energy consumers
Businesses

• The preservation of historical buildings poses
challenges to refurbishing objectives
• City owns 3,000 buildings, but they are not
optimally designed for usage
• Data could be presented to provide a roadmap
(developed from a particular dataset)
to individual building owners to help
them prioritize retrofits

Need a designated leader to represent the Lord Mayor
because key stakeholders are fragmented across silos

• Copenhagen government

• Fragmented efforts will cause suboptimization

“How good is Copenhagen compared to other cities in
the world?”
• The 2025 goals need to drive innovative ideas
for new business opportunities and education
• Should be sustainable in all three dimensions

• Copenhagen government

• The 2025 Climate Plan is a huge opportunity for
the City to demonstrate global leadership

Table 1:
Findings
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B. Roadmap of recommendations

The network should be given high priority status since
it is the technical enabler for all other recommendations.

Based on the team’s findings and the testing of its initial design
approaches (or hypothesis), the team recommends that the City
think big: raise the level of the discussion from data to value
creation, wherein data is a necessary but insufficient component
to alone meet the 2025 Climate Plan’s goals. Given the findings,
there is a clear imperative to establish a value creation and
demonstration framework and associated accountability
structure to achieve the team’s four recommendations.

The recommended integrated end-to-end energy model has
no other dependencies. The team believes this recommendation
would be advisable even if the Open Value Network is not adopted.
The model also should have priority status as an efficient and
effective network that meets the City’s challenges, which could
not be possible without excellent modeling. Data modeling
enables the clear connection or linkage between the issues/
problems and the data. And the model turns data into information,
thus, enabling clear communication to data owners and consumers.

The recommendations are collectively necessary to achieve
a successful journey from opportunity for energy and/or emission
reduction to fully implemented solution. An important priority
in the team’s recommendations is value in return on the City’s
investment. As a result, the recommendations go beyond the
fundamental infrastructure to include governance and timely
value creation.

The recommended extension of building and traffic initiatives
is dependent on the governance body, as well as the Open Value
Network. In comparison to the other recommendations,
it depends upon numerous other activities and initiatives,
as well as relying on a number of technical enablers as follows:
• Media campaigns on behavioral changes.
• Remote readout meters for buildings and by unit, at a minimum.
The more granular the data the better, such as by floor/room
of a business building or per energy consuming unit (such
as heat pump or electric car charger).
• Traffic sensors to measure elements, such as means of transport,
speed, count, type.

The four recommendations can and should be initiated in
concert. The recommended Open Value Network is dependent
on the integrated end-to-end energy model, which enables
the network to model and visualize data. It is also dependent
on the recommended transportation and building initiatives
to have a target for value creation in the incubation stage.
Finally, it is dependent on the governance body to win
stakeholder support around the network.
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•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

The recommended governance body is dependent on effective
stakeholder management to win the necessary acceptance and
support needed to implement lasting change. The clarification
of roles and responsibilities is very important and should always
tie back to the strategy, vision and mission. Early agreement on
funding for staff positions and initiatives is similarly important.
Unless members of the governance body work together in the
matrix environment, the entity will not achieve 2025 carbon
neutrality goals and other objectives.

Infrastructure for real-time data acquisition from sensors.
Data infrastructure suitable for meeting ongoing and ad hoc
requirements based on potential findings from ongoing
tracking analysis.
Real-time consumption dashboard at residences and
on personal digital assistants (PDAs)/smartphones.
Remote/mobile controlled home appliances.
Buildings data, both public and private, and building
ownership (owner occupied or rented).
Real-time energy consumption data of major buildings
from providers.
Energy profile of the building with retrofitting needs,
plans, estimates, schedules.
Innovative features, such as motion detectors on streetlights.

Critical success factors for the governance body include
sponsorship from Lord Mayor Frank Jensen and a clear
understanding of critical dependencies, linkages to upstream/
downstream processes and other initiatives, issues and risks.
It is important that business value be clearly defined upfront,
such as cost benefits, and positive outcomes be clearly defined
by the stakeholder group. Lastly, it is vital that a clearly defined
management system and communication plan for government
officials and stakeholders be installed.

The extension of previously planned initiatives should have
priority status because energy reduction from buildings and
traffic can potentially bring substantial savings to all stakeholders.
However, it is important to start small and structured and later
expand initiatives based on learnings.
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For each recommendation, the team developed extensive
milestone plans, which it believes would bring the first
tangible and repeatable results to the city within 25 weeks.

3. Analyzing data
•

•

Best practices
The Smarter Cities Challenge team identified numerous industry
best practices that can be aligned under four headings, as listed
below. It also outlined a vision of future topics.

•

•

1. Unlocking data
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

Adopt a common data model that supports multiple
types of data
Align data with recognized standards
Aggregate data from multiple sources
Prescribe transformation of manual PDF format
and deliver machine-readable data structures
Enable online submission of manual data feeds
Enable data repository discovery using relevant
Web 2.0 techniques

4. Future vision
•

•

•

2. Sharing data
•

•

•

Enable easy online access to, and visualization of, important
energy/building data for residents in multiple ways
Establish a smarter energy control infrastructure that supports
new applications for offering value to consumers
Provide analytics for extracting, transforming and loading
energy data to verify the accuracy of aggregated metered
sensor data
Provide CO2 emission estimates based on energy data analytics
Provide visualization to view data generated by the various
types of data analytics

•

Institute an automated process to share data with stakeholders
and others
Ensure reasonable security and privacy policies and
procedures are incorporated in data sharing
Implement a digital rights management approach to ensure
that data owners’ business/use policies are followed
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Create a comprehensive infrastructure for a Smarter City
energy/building system that collects data from multiple sources
Create a framework that incorporates municipality, private
company and citizen building counts with various energy
data counts
Use multiple data sources to validate other data sources
in order to ensure the quality of data
Create an architecture and long-term roadmap to gradually
establish the entire infrastructure with state-of-the-art
technologies for networks, servers, storage, sensors
and smart meters.

4. Recommendations
Recommendation 1: Establish a
Copenhagen Open Value Network

An Open Value Network is an infrastructure and center of
expertise that connects private and public data owners, data
consumers and innovators to create new value by exchanging
data in a structured, open, standards-based fashion. The Open
Value Network creates value by taking responsibility for data
quality assessments, data modeling, data visualization, data
sharing, data integration, open standards, common terms and
conditions, billing, IT infrastructure and high availability IT
operations that are not necessarily core competencies of data
owners, data consumers and inventors.

Access to data is a key part of Copenhagen’s 21st century
infrastructure, facilitating the connection of people to data
and tools similarly to how 20th century roads facilitate the
shipment of goods, the movement of people and enablement
of commercial transactions.
However, open data1 in open repositories in itself is not enough.
The open data paradigm was invented to unlock governmental
data to create transparency and possible new business opportunity,
but Copenhagen needs more than that to reach the objective of
the Climate Plan and foster innovation and growth.
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1. Create an
Open Value Network

…by initiating
an ecosystem
stimulation
program

2. Create an
integrated end-to-end
energy model

3. Extend
transportation
and building initiatives

…by having
transportation
and buildings
serve the citizens

…by tapping
into brain power

THINK
BIG
start
small

Figure 2:
Recommendations
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4. Establish a
governance and
innovation body

…to lead
the matrix
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License models
Applications

Visualization

Drive innovation
activities and
matchmaking between
developers and owners

Analytics

Incubate – Test and development
Incubate – Try’n’Buy
Operate – Pay as you go
Operate – Unlimited
Referral – Finders fee
Cataloging of apps – fee structure

Payment – fee

Data owner
Raw data

Payments

Value added
data aggregator

Organized data

Potentially starts as a not-for-profit catalyst that supports commercial exchange of data

Figure 3:
Open Value Network
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Operationalize the recommendations by establishing
a governance body and creating an integrated end-toend energy model

Participants in the Open Value Network and eco-stimulation
program will see the following benefits:
• Ability for data owners to make their data available and
potentially get paid for it, as required
• Ability for data consumers and innovators to search, find,
visualize, analyze, understand, consume, subscribe to and
pay for data, as required
• Access to security and privacy protection services so that
the network can be used for exchange of data covered
by privacy and data protection laws
• Access to “de-identification” and “anonymous” services
of datasets for large-scale analysis to assure privacy and
compliance with needed consents and legislation
• Multiple revenue and fee structures to enable various
commercial models, including those for incubation,
subscription and one-time use

Based on the guidelines and objectives set by the governance
body (Recommendation 4), the Open Value Network shall act
tactically and operationalize the exchange of data between data
owners, data consumers and innovators with the purpose of
creating new capabilities, such as applications that will help
the City, businesses and citizens meet the tactical and strategic
objectives of the climate plan.
The Open Value Network will operationalize the integrated
end-to-end energy model and build the expertise and experience
on how data from data owners is most effectively modeled,
visualized, access controlled and made available to data consumers
as trusted data. To stimulate the growth in demand for data from
the Open Value Network, it will foster innovation, lead by
example and promote the outcomes. The Open Value Network
will include an integrated, qualified supplemental application
and will also provide end users, such as citizens and businesses,
with an integrated experience of data and applications.

The following provides more detail on the nature of
the Open Value Network in a number of dimensions.
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Key functional capabilities of the Open Value Network

Eco-stimulation program: be proactive in bringing
climate plan goal owners and data owners together

The Open Value Network has a number of key functional
capabilities, which are listed below:
•

•

•

•

•

•

The key to the Open Value Network’s success is its proactive
features that help climate plan goal owners understand how
a specific goal can be modeled according to the integrated
end-to-end model, understand the role served by data,
specify the exact data needs and help locate an appropriate
and available dataset and/or relevant data owner.

Provide various types of data, including near real-time,
historical and reference data
Store datasets in their own repository to take the integration
effort and operational burden off the data owner, as well
as to act as a catalog of data sources that then can be accessed
on a one-to-one basis between the consumer and owner
Embed tools to search, find, visualize, analyze, understand,
integrate, consume and subscribe to data to make it easier
for a data consumer or innovator to build applications
Contain data about data (metadata) within its catalog to
clarify to data consumers and innovators how often data
is updated, who owns the data, which units are used and
what constraints are imposed
Protect and secure data so the Open Value Network can
be used for exchange of data covered by privacy and data
protection laws
De-identify and cluster data for statistical purposes enabled
by the needed consents and in compliance with legislation

The Open Value Network will be proactive in driving
matchmaking that brings data owners and owners of climate
plan goals together to establish the exchange. This will happen
in many ways through conferences, workshops, individual
consultation and reviews, for example. The Open Value Network
shall be selective in which data it qualifies for sharing and
exchange to make certain time and resources are invested
in data for which there is a recognized use case scenario and
expected positive outcome. The team acknowledges that simply
setting data free may foster new ideas but in general believes
that a more targeted and structured approach is preferable
during the early phases.

It is not intended for the Open Value Network to technically
support the operational sub-second data exchange of highly
technical data to do real-time optimizations and balancing
in a smart grid or for real-time traffic management.
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Also, the network will define and select the needed standards
at all levels, including IT, legal and business. It will not be a
stated goal that the network establish early comprehensive
standards before the sharing and exchanging of data ensues.
In addition, the network will collaborate and share with
other national and international open data and enterprise
architecture initiatives whenever they can help the network
meet its objectives. The principal expected benefit of the
network is its role as a sustainable value-adding entity that
establishes the necessary ingredients to enable the exchange
and maintenance of relevant and current data to drive the
City’s climate plan objectives to measurable success.

The Open Value Network will be a social business tool that
uses technologies to help people connect, communicate and
share information. It will anticipate data owners’ and data
consumers’ preferences and create advocates within social
networks to engage individuals and communities. The network
will connect data owners, data consumers, their transactions
and social data to know them better and then engage with them
in new ways. Further inspiration on how the network can
create innovation can be found in the report for the Smarter
Cities Challenge in Helsinki, Finland2, which focused on driving
value from the already established Helsinki Region InfoShare3.
The Open Value Network will report its impact by documenting
relevant key figures for its value add and contribution to the
execution of the climate plan, as well as derived gains.

From an operational perspective, the network will execute
with a clear focus on driving value as it shapes its offerings
and scales its impact. Over time, it will harden its approach,
develop best practices and turn them into standards. As it
grows, it will undertake larger scale initiatives as outlined
in the team’s recommendations. A closed loop process will
be used to ensure that the initiatives are achieved. The starting
point for the network will be simple constellations of data owner,
data consumer and innovators with clear initiatives that call
for simple models and measurable climate plan results. Data
consumers will use published datasets as self-service without
the support or intervention of the network.

Eco-stimulation program: think big, start small
and create results, knowledge and standardization
as it grows
The Open Value Network will take an agile approach to value
creation. Through iterative and incremental development, using
the SCRUM methodology4 with value creating sprints as an
example, it shall be focused on setting value creation as a top
priority and act with a sense of urgency. To ensure that the network
continues to improve its understandings, insights, experiences
and best practices, it shall be a learning organization and center
of expertise that collects best practices as it operates.
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A combined and commercial model across public
and private sector

The network will provide consulting in these matters and
can interact with data consumers and inventors on a powerof-attorney from a data owner as commissioner when practical.
The network will not limit a data owner’s control over his/her
own data or the owner’s legal rights.

Data from private data owners is needed to solve some of the
challenges in reaching the goals of the climate plan. It is in scope
for the Open Value Network to have a business model based
on payment for access to data.

In certain situations, it may be necessary for a data owner and
consumer to exchange data directly, such as when real-time
sub-second updates are required. The network will not then
have a role in the operational stage. In such scenarios, the
network would act as a pre-exchange facilitator to pair data
owners with data consumers. Modeling, visualization and
cataloging could be made available and covered by cost
recovery service fees or finders’ fee, marketing program
fees and brokerage fees.

Similar to other open data exchanges, the Open Value Network
will cover government-to-government (G2G), governmentto-business (G2B), as well as support business-to-government
(B2G) and business-to-business (B2B) scenarios.

Funding and ownership: commercial models for
incubation and steady state
Data owners, data consumers and inventors will have the ability
to establish a commercial relationship facilitated and enabled
by the Open Value Network. This relationship addresses the
observed uncertainty of the value of open data by providing
license and payment models that support incubation of new
business as well as support a large-scale production stage.

In the early phases, the network shall be considered a not-forprofit organization in an extension of the City’s role as provider
of infrastructure rather than start out initially as a for-profit
commercial stakeholder. There was a level of hesitation and
uncertainty among some key stakeholders regarding the risk,
reward and value-add of the network. However, the team views
this as an unfounded concern. It contends the view would hold
them back from participating in the creation and formation of
the network if its initial objective is profitability. The City may
provide funding, loans, guarantees and other types of safety
nets during the incubation phase, but over time the network
will be financially self-sustainable and perhaps might generate
a profit. For example, the City would decide on the funding model
for a cost-recovering traffic fee aligned to the license models
outlined above or a toll-free piece of City infrastructure.

License and payment models that support incubation could be
low-cost access to delayed and/or limited quota of datasets for
test and development. Another option would be models based
on “try ’n’ buy” principles under which a data consumer or
inventor can get full and real-time access to data for a limited
period and for a payment that will be fully or partially reimbursed
if the business relationship isn’t continued because value isn’t
created. License and payment models that support large-scale
production can be based on pay-as-you-go principles that will
provide flexibility as the data demand builds. Such a model
can continue into a fixed pay model to provide budget security.
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The network will strive to be the preferred means of exchange
that accelerates the creation of new business relationships
and makes data exchange streamlined and repeatable at a low
cost for all. It vows to provide value that private commercial
stakeholders contend is worth paying for. The recommendation
to create the Open Value Network is dependent on the domain
specific initiatives (traffic and buildings). It will provide true
value by promoting the sharing of datasets that are sought to
avoid expenditures on digital data with little recognized value.
The recommendation assumes the ability of parties to execute
in a timely manner. Many stakeholders have agreed that time is
precious and that past initiatives of this kind have lost momentum.
The recommendation also depends on a delicate balance between
the cost of usage and the value added.

The City will also need to design the legal constitution of the
Open Value Network. There are regulatory restrictions on
how it can own and operate commercial entities like utilities
and public transportation entities, as well as EU procurement
legislation that must be considered.

Dependencies and critical success factors
The Open Value Network’s success is ultimately dependent
on the active participation of data owners, data consumers
and innovators. It is also dependent on the willingness of data
owners to make their data available, as well as data consumers
and innovators to create applications. The quality of data
is also paramount. Thus it will work closely with data owners
to assess, model, visualize and catalog data. Fundamentally,
data quality issues require data cleansing that will be the
responsibility of data owners.

In short, the attractiveness of the Open Value Network is
associated with the precise balance among cost, benefit and
created value for data owners, data consumers and inventors.

The network is also dependent on private data owners, such
as utility companies, which are sometimes hesitant to share their
data for commercial reasons and uncertain about potential risk
and reward. And the network is dependent on the private sector
to use it as the preferred means of B2B data sharing. Data
exchange between commercial sectors is established directly
without middlemen and with individually agreed-upon pricing
(if any), as well as terms and conditions.

The City has instruments, such as procurement contracts, that
will be leveraged to make access to data and mandate the use
of the Open Value Network in certain scenarios. In new city
buildings, for example, it should be made a requirement that
data from any sensor in the building be available to the City
through the network. The City should dictate that a royaltyfree license to data from consumption sensors (meters) be
fully accessible by the party that pays for the consumption.
The recommendation is dependent on access to trusted and
relevant data. It will be key to the perception of the network
that it becomes a trusted body and a center of expertise.
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Recommendation 1: Establish a Copenhagen Open Value Network
The City should create a Copenhagen Open Value Network for an eco-stimulation program.
Scope and expected outcomes
Scope
This will create visibility and accessibility to data, connect private and public data owners, data consumers and innovators, and create common
technical and business standards for data exchange. It will also drive new solutions that enable the City to achieve its 2025 Climate Plan objectives
and foster innovation and growth.
Setting few requirements shall lower the barrier for data owners. The data owner has to prepare data for exchange and sharing with a data consumer
or inventor. The barrier for data consumers and inventors will be the ability to locate, understand and consume the desired data through capabilities
like modeling, visualizing and standards-based interface and exchange (including standard commercial terms and conditions). Data quality issues will
have to be solved by the data owner.
The Open Value Network will facilitate exchange of historical as well as near-real-time data. It also will provide technical infrastructure and a center
of expertise.
Expected outcomes
• Better outcomes from climate plan investments: allow the City to realize better outcomes, such as higher emission reduction and higher energy
reduction, from the previously identified initiatives
• Lower risk from climate plan initiatives: allow the City to get early forecasts and take corrective steps to emerging issues when executing
the climate plan initiatives
• Opportunities to drive new climate plan initiatives: create new insight that can foster and/or enable new initiatives
• Growth: quality data available for other purposes beyond the climate plan initiatives and possibly create derived value from insight, energy
technologies and business innovations
Cost of inaction
Will put at risk any initiatives in the climate plan. Implementation will be suboptimized, for example, preventing an opportunity for data to provide
innovation and optimization of a solution by involving a third party. Initiatives may be more expensive if another party’s data has to be reacquired
with its own instrumentation and interconnection.
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Recommendation 1: Establish a Copenhagen Open Value Network (continued)
Proposed owner and stakeholders

Suggested resources needed

Owner: The governance body in Recommendation 4.
Over time as the network becomes more selfsustainable, this may change.

• IT architect and IT specialist to specify and establish the technical platform
• Business analysts, business developers who tie climate plan initiatives into demand for
data in a collaborative effort with the individual initiatives
• Cloud, software as a service (SaaS) and other demand and usage driven models

Stakeholders:
• Examples of specific stakeholders can be found
in the description of dependent recommendations.
• The typical data owner will be a stakeholder, such
as the City or energy providers.
• The typical data consumer will be stakeholders and
energy consumers, such as citizens and building
administrators.
• The typical innovator will be stakeholders looking
for new opportunities, such as citizens, technical
infrastructure suppliers, urban developers, influencers
and businesses in the city.
• It is expected that many stakeholders can and will
play more than one role.
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Recommendation 1: Establish a Copenhagen Open Value Network (continued)
Dependencies

Key milestones, activities and timeframe

• Integrated end-to-end energy model, which enables
the Open Value Network to model and visualize data
• The recommended transportation and building
initiatives to have a target for value creation in the
incubation stage
• The governance body to get stakeholders aligned
around the Open Value Network

Short term (0 - 8 weeks)
• Specify tools and operational environment
• Review existing assets
• Conduct T&Cs workshop with selected stakeholders
• Draft T&C schema true scenarios
• Conduct roundtables by invitation and an open conference for stakeholders
to socialize the network
• Conduct targeted workshop with selected stakeholders to identify and confirm
low hanging fruit scenarios within traffic and buildings
• Build ROI calculation template
Medium term (9 - 16 weeks)
• Acquire tools and/or operational environment as SaaS/infrastructure as a service
(IaaS)/platform as a service (PaaS)
• Load initial datasets and agree on data access policies and roles
• Conduct legal review and finalize T&C schema
• Define privacy and information protection guidelines
• Identify needed datasets for low hanging fruit scenarios
• Solicit data with data owners
• Do return on investment (ROI) calculation with stakeholders
• Support solution outlining with application developer and/or inventor
Long term (17 - 24 weeks)
• Implement reporting, dashboards and billing
• Implement self-service options as applicable
• Publish standard terms and conditions

Priority
High: it is the technical enabler for all other recommendations.
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Achievements
•
•
•

Climate Plan has many concrete goals and initiatives. The City knows
that data can accelerate and improve outcomes of these initiatives
and has a new data infrastructure as one of the initiatives
The City has already created partial models and published 500 data
sets, and there is a data hub initiative under way
The City looks at segmentation and benchmarking of its own buildings,
and there are street light and traffic signal projects in progress

Exec owner

Governance body

WS lead

Head of CPH Open Value network

Core team

IT Architect, IT Specialist, Data Architect,
Value Creation Executive

Upcoming activities

Issues/dependencies

•

Acceptance of the
recommendation

•

•

Take a more integrated approach to value creation by being more selective
in where to integrate, model, visualize, catalog and provide data
Lower the barriers for data exchange among data owners, data
consumers and innovators by providing a combined data and app store
Establish a CoE for open data to drive innovation and learning, so assets
and repeatable patterns are leveraged across all initiatives in the plan

Status

Actions to close

Identification of first use cases
for buildings, traffic
Establish participation from data
owners, consumers, innovators

Deliverable/milestones
Specify tools and operational environment

Target date

Establish commercial models
that suit commercial actors
as applicable

Week 1 - 8

Review existing assets and capabilities

“

Outline T&C reqs. with stakeholders

“

Establish community of stakeholders

“

Color

Week 9 - 16

G

Deliverable/task in progress and on track

Create ROI principles and template

“

Y

Deliverable/task at risk (schedule and/or scope)

Do ROI calculation for first data sets

“

R

Deliverable/task is overdue

Identify and solicit data for first use cases

“

C

Deliverable/task complete

Integrate, model, visualize first data sets

“

Drive solution outlining with innovator

“

Acquire tools and operational environment

Launch self-service data and app store

Week 17 - 24

Publish standard terms and conditions

“

Figure 4:
Detailed action plan example for the Open Value Network
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Recommendation 2: Create an integrated
end-to-end energy model

Traders in financial markets take these models much further to
predict the short-term performance of a stock market, a group
of stocks in a large portfolio or today’s anticipated price of an
individual stock. These models inform long-term policy
decisions or short-term money making transactions. In this case,
these models can include parameters that represent central bank
policy decisions on, for example, interest rates and money
supply, as well as weather, current price trends for goods and
services in order to predict future price trends for individual
stocks and the overall market.

The City of Copenhagen, universities and relevant research
institutes should establish a partnership to encourage the creation
of an integrated, citywide energy and emissions management
model(s) to optimize resource utilization while striving to
minimize CO2 emissions. While individual models may exist,
there is no evidence that an integrated model that includes
all energy sources, networks and users is in any stakeholder’s
plan. Given the number of stakeholders that need to support
an integrated model, the City administration should work
with university and research institutes to lead the model
development efforts.

These models help integrate complex subsystems into a single
mathematical model that can be used to determine the effects
of changing important parameters. Financial models are tools
used by stock traders to determine if they should buy, hold
or sell. Similarly, weather models help forecasters determine
if an atmospheric disturbance will grow into a major storm
that will track over significant population centers, giving people
and authorities in these locations time to prepare. Likewise,
an energy systems model will enable City leaders, homeowners
and drivers to determine the economic feasibility of energy
retrofits of a specific building. Innovators can use models
to determine if their product or service will deliver value
to various customer segments.

Why an integrated model?
Models are used in multiple industries and disciplines to simulate
the behavior of systems to gain insight into trends and determine
best actions. For example, econometrics is a set of statistical tools
that allows economists to test hypotheses using real-world data5.
It answers questions such as: “Is the value of the Canadian dollar
correlated to oil prices?” “Does fiscal stimulus really boost the
economy and if so, how much government spending is needed
to get the country’s growth on track?”
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• Tells how to use data to optimize the energy consumption
• Identifies needed data to optimize interest for energy efficiency
• Informs the City of Copenhagen on how to use energy data to
reduce energy consumption

Biomass
Fossil fuels

Electricity
Heat

QR

Consumption
Power plant

Transmission
substation

High voltage
lines

Electricity

QConv

Heat

QCond

Cooling

Fu
el

Power
substation

Partner with universities and relevant research institutes to create an integrated
citywide energy and emissions management model to optimize resources.
Figure 5:
Integrated end-to-end energy model 1
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Dynamic models of individual grid, power and heating supply
systems can be created with current engineering/mathematical
modeling methods using known data as well as forecasted
behavior of power generation, grid and weather systems.
For example, models can be built using known/historical and
real-time data for power plant fuel consumption, gas emissions
(including CO2) and waste heat production for various load
settings from minimum stable plant loads to maximum output.
Load response time characteristics should also be modeled to
account for the very different dynamics of renewable sources
of power generation (primarily wind and solar). Further, the
model should also estimate the impact of both short- and longterm electrical, mechanical and weather transients on the
system. Thus, smart strategies can be identified to optimally
respond to transients while minimizing carbon emissions.

Physical models of these systems can be created using current
engineering methods and known physical properties of the
structures under analysis. No significant breakthroughs are
required to model homes, buildings, industrial facilities,
transportation systems and other consumers of energy and
emitters of CO2 (see 2009 ASHRAE Handbook6).
For example, from a physical perspective, heat gain or loss
of a building through the building envelope due to conduction,
convection, infiltration and radiation (from solar and even
to deep space) is readily modeled. Heat gain also comes from
sensible loads, including heat from lights, electric devices (stoves,
irons, washers, refrigerators) and occupants. The impact of
heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems,
including heaters, boilers, chillers, district heating inputs and
air handling units (AHUs), are well understood, although their
efficiency can be enhanced through increased instrumentation
and data collection. The City of Copenhagen has information
on the physical properties of the many City buildings from
which the thermal resistance of walls, roofs and windows
are all essential inputs to the model calculations.

A key element of this recommendation is that models of each
system (electric, waste, heat, cooling) with their often separate
sources, distribution and consumption of energy, should
be integrated into a single model that includes the physical
models above, so that optimal strategies can be simulated
across all systems.

The models will also need to estimate the impact of air infiltration
through openings, correlated with weather data and even human
behavior. Solar heat gain through roofs, windows and walls, as
well as potential for passive solar storage within the building,
should be included. Building models need to combine all
parameters to identify energy savings opportunities, actions
such as material selections for new and retrofitted buildings
and the associated ROI.

The models are an essential part of the open data platform.
They provide insight into potential achievements in addition
to current accomplishments. Creating the models will require
a multidisciplinary approach involving thought leaders from
engineering (electrical, thermodynamics, heat transfer, fluid
flow), materials science, architecture, meteorology, economics
and finance among potentially other disciplines.
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QR –
Radiation loss
In general we need model for:
• Longer term planning and simulation
(“What if?”)
• Operational planning of energy production
• Real-time monitoring and KPI calculation
• Short and long-term optimizations

QCons –
Consumption

QCond –
Conduction loss

Heat

QL
Ed

QH – Occupants and
behavioral loss

QL = QR + QConv + QCond + QH + QCons

Factors affecting QL: weather, cost, building, historical consumption

Figure 6:
Integrated end-to-end model 2
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Convection loss
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Optimize here for cost

Wind

Coal

Gas

Loss in transmission

∑QL

Consumption

∑Ed

Sun

Other losses

Purchased
electricity

Figure 7:
Integrated end-to-end model 3
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Likewise, the CO2 impact will be a function of how much energy
is required to increase indoor temperature by 1 degree, as well
as the mix of power generation at the time of the requested
temperature increase (more wind power online, the lower the
CO2 emissions). It is envisioned that once users see the cost and
CO2 impacts of raising temperatures each day, they may choose
to adjust their choice of clothing instead.

The City can advance the development of models in conjunction
with universities and research institutes by using one or a
combination of the following approaches:
• Establish a formal industry forum, open to all industry
participants to motivate model contributions and guide
development and ongoing support. Ownership of the models
will stay with the developers but be offered to the data hub
owners and consumers.
• Issue a request for proposal (RFP) for model development and
support. The open data platform governance structure can
provide funding for the model and make it available to owners
and users of data via a fee structure to enable cost recovery.
• Create a marketplace for model developers to make their
work products available to all data hub participants for a fee.

Specifically, the City can use its own data, as well as accessible
data, and execute the model at any relevant frequency to achieve
the goals listed below:
• Evaluate progress against the stated CO2 goals for the purpose
of identifying gaps and mitigation actions
• Provide the engineering basis for power optimization strategies
• Inform decisions regarding energy and emissions savings from
retro fit and greenfield housing, office and industrial developments
• Inform the City of required instrumentation and control
points investments
• Provide insights into the City’s economic development
and growth
• Most important, provide an essential engineering and
economic framework to support owners and consumers
of data participating in the value net

The benefits
The models, used in conjunction with the open data platform
will enable the City to promote the development of innovations
that can support more flexible energy consumption. For example,
today’s thermostats allow building occupants to adjust inside
temperature to achieve a comfortable environment. Imagine a
new thermostat that provides the person making an adjustment
with a view of the cost of the energy required and the CO2 emission
impact of adjusting the indoor temperature by 1 degree.

The team anticipates that these models can be used in the
classroom to educate students in all grade levels. In particular,
such models could be used to enhance the education of engineers
and architects who will be designing facilities in the future.

The associated energy consumption of the building is not linear.
Current weather has a big impact on increasing heat loss through
conduction. For example, the outside temperature today is
10 degrees lower than yesterday, wind might be blowing harder
and leakage might be more likely (higher ambient pressures can
increase air infiltration), all combining to make costs higher.
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Recommendation 2: Create an integrated end-to-end energy model
The City should establish a formal working relationship with universities and research institutes to develop and implement an integrated end-to-end
energy model for planning, prioritization and monitoring of the data hub initiative.
Scope and expected outcomes
The model should include, but not be limited to, the integrated thermodynamic/electrical performance of each grid: electric, district heating, cooling,
water, traffic, the influence of weather (historical, real time and forecasts), as well as economic inputs, including market prices of fuels and the cost
of capital to support future energy investments. It is envisioned that the model be composed of the following multiple, interlocking models of energy
consumption, production and emissions:
• Homes, private vehicles
• Business facilities and associated transportation/logistics
• Public buildings, vehicle fleets, recycling/resource recovery
• Distribution grids, including transport losses
• Power generation facilities (including coal, gas, waste, wind, imports) and water pumping stations
• Energy markets for fuel, purchased power and other key inputs
The model should include econometric dynamics associated with population growth, variable fuel prices, economic development and financial input
(cost of capital, investment mixes). Such models can be used, for example, by the following groups:
• Consumers of data:
–– Equipment suppliers to identify opportunities to provide innovative solutions and evaluate the CO2, energy consumption impact and economics
of proposed innovations
–– Grid managers to evaluate various power production tactics under current and forecasted weather scenarios to minimize emissions while
maximizing return to investors
–– Innovators who want to maximize the value impact of the new products and services they create for the marketplace
–– Building owners who want to avail themselves of services to help more optimally select energy investments with sound ROI
–– Consumers of energy who can receive offers from vendors specific to their needs
–– City leaders to model different policy alternatives and observe the impact on areas, including energy consumption, CO2 emissions, tax income,
economic growth
–– Power suppliers to evaluate various effects of weather, fuel quality, and power station maintenance strategies to optimize costs and minimize
CO2 emissions
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Recommendation 2: Create an integrated end-to-end energy model (continued)
Scope and expected outcomes (continued)
• Producers of data:
–– The City’s buildings department to readily determine how to make data more consumable and thus more valuable to the consumers of data
–– The City’s traffic department to make data available to influence citizens’ daily commuting decisions
–– Power suppliers and grid operators to assess the true value and impact that data availability can have on driving innovation to enable them
to reach their CO2, operating efficiency and ROI goals
–– Banks to provide current interest rates and loan requirements for consumers to determine if they want to proceed with energy investments
Expected outcomes
In addition to the above cited uses of the model by the owners and user’s of energy-related data, the creation and use of an energy model will help
the City address some of its key challenges:
• How can the City use accessible data to optimize the energy consumption for the different sectors?
• What steps have to be taken by the City and what data can we demand to optimize the interest for energy efficiency and to support more flexible
energy consumption?
• What is the best way for the City to use energy data to reduce consumption of heat and electricity by companies and in buildings?
The model will enable the city to identify opportunities to optimize energy consumption by sectors in the city, not just with respect to CO2 emissions,
but also with regard to its role in promoting economic development. The econometric component, linked to energy consumption, should provide
insight into the appropriate total investments and rate of change that is prudent to maintain economic growth.
Cost of inaction
There will be few facts, based upon sound engineering practice, available to guide decision making. This greatly increases the risk that poor choices
will be made that diminish the economic development of the City and impose unnecessary costs on citizens who are both rate payers and tax payers.
In addition, the City may misdirect investments in the energy sector that might obtain higher payoffs in other public sectors.
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Recommendation 2: Create an integrated end-to-end energy model (continued)
Proposed owner and stakeholders

Suggested resources needed

Owner: City of Copenhagen

Thought leaders (educators and practitioners):
–– Engineers
–– Environmentalists
–– Economists
–– Financiers

Stakeholders:
• Universities
• Danish Power Systems
• City technical and environmental administration,
including Direktionen, Buildings, environment, team
digitalization (reference Arch Team)
• City finance
• Copenhagen Resource Institute
• DI-TEK
• Danish Lightning Innovation Network
• energinet.dk
• Danish Energy Association
• I/S Amagerforbrænding
• Better Place
• Cleardrive
• Danfoss
• DONG Energy
• Eltel Networks
• HOFOR
• Ramboll

Technology:
–– Compute platform (perhaps a cloud)
–– Modeling tools
–– Analytics and optimization tools
–– Big data analysis platforms
–– User interface, display, dashboards
–– System integration (SOA tooling)
Seed funding from the City to kick-start model development, fund tooling and compute
platform. Potential cost recovery exists from data consumers and owners.
Cost estimate: Low with respect to the City’s current budget for the 2025 Climate Plan.
It will be diminishing with respect to the total annual energy consumption of the entire
city, especially considering potential cost recovery
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Recommendation 2: Create an integrated end-to-end energy model (continued)
Dependencies

Key milestones, activities and timeframe

None. This recommendation would be advisable even
if the open data platform does not move forward.

Short term (0 - 3 months)
–– Confirm participants, interested parties
–– Decide approach to be used and socialize with community
–– Scope initial models and identify owners
–– Estimate total costs for tooling, hosting
–– Secure seed funding
Medium term (4 - 9 months)
–– Formally establish model development entity
–– Develop and test initial model components
–– Integrate model r1.0
–– Test key scenarios
Long term (6 - 18 months)
–– Test business models for cost recovery/potential profit
–– Launch initial model
–– Measure, determine gaps
–– Establish plan to close gaps
–– Establish all required model standards
Ongoing development and support

Priority
High
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Achievements

The end-to-end energy model will accelerate and improve outcomes of
current initiatives around a new data infrastructure including segmentation
and benchmarking of city’s own buildings

Exec owner

Claus Billehoj

WS lead

Martha Katrine Sorensen

Core team

TBD

Issues/dependencies

Upcoming activities
•
•

Status

Actions to close

Acceptance of the
recommendation

Identify executive owner, work stream leader and team
Review detailed recommendations

Color

Description

G

Deliverable/task in progress and on track

Target date

Y

Deliverable/task at risk (schedule and/or scope)

Identify contributors

Week 1

R

Deliverable/task is overdue

Specify model requirements

Week 6

C

Deliverable/task complete

Estimate total cost/secure funding

Week 6

Determine model entity structure and cost
recovery approach

Week 8

Formally establish “model development entity”

Week 10

Establish core model platform, including
analytics, visualization, etc.

Week 12

Solicit model development

Week 12

Test initial models

Week 20

Evaluate results

Week 24

Launch models 1.0

Week 26

Deliverable/milestones

Figure 8:
Detailed action plan example for the end-to-end energy model
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Recommendation 3: Extend transportation
and building initiatives

By continuing to refine and develop the segmentation and
benchmarking capabilities, the City can provide targeted
information and education to citizens and businesses. It can also
establish targeted matchmaking between homeowners, providers
of energy renovation services and financial institutions.

In order to enable residents and businesses to reduce energy
consumption in buildings and traffic, the climate plan targets
a total reduction of emissions of seven percent (buildings) and
11% (transportation). The reduction of energy consumption
furthermore reduces the economic costs of the climate plan
as the City avoids having to invest in new power plants. Traffic
and buildings are areas where the administration has little direct
control as the City itself only owns and manages five percent
of the buildings in the municipality. In addition, the City
clearly lacks regulatory authority to mandate energy reduction
by others. But it can constructively influence sustainable
behavior by demonstrating the benefits of instituting
sound conservation and monitoring measures. By providing
consumers with access and insight about real-time energy
usage, it could enable them to make better short-, mediumand long-term decisions about their own energy consumption.

Another constructive initiative concerns new traffic signals to
be implemented by the City within the next two years. According
to the climate plan, the signals will contribute to a 30% reduction
in travel time and start-stops. It also will reduce traffic congestion.
In order to establish a baseline for the initiative, the City could
make inductive sensor readings and manual counts available
in the Open Value Network. This also could be supplemented
with sensors in the City’s own 1,500-car fleet. By publishing
the data in an appropriate model, it could enable university
students and innovators to begin offering estimations of traffic
improvements resulting from the new signals. Another benefit
would be the ability to leverage data concerning parking space
availability that could reduce the time spent by drivers seeking
parking spaces.

A good example of where the City can do so is within buildings.
Since it only controls five percent of the municipality’s buildings,
the City could broaden its initiative by joining forces with
Byggestyrelsen, which controls a bigger pool of governmental
buildings, as well as HOFOR and DONG Energy. Together,
the parties could develop a methodology to first segment and
later benchmark and continuously monitor the energy consumption
in their own buildings. After the City demonstrates this example
as a proof point, it could encourage private property owners
to do the same.
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Private consumers

The business

• Take the bus, car
or bike?

• District heat
demand today?

• Join a car pool?

• What is the
electricity
consumption?

• Electric vehicle
return on
investment (ROI)?

• What is the power
supply mix today?

• Cost of turning the
temperature up 2o?

• Which buildings
to retrofit?

• Payback on a new
appliance?
• Payback on
new windows/
insulation?

• How many parking
spaces needed?
We make decisions all the time

• How are my solar
panels performing?
Education – information – applications

Historical data – predictions – analyze – monitor

Figure 9:
Transportation and building initiatives
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Energy producers can leverage the data for near-, short- and
long-term planning and forecasting at a much more granular
level. The recommendation will impact consumers, energy
producers and the City. It will also allow the City to engage
commercial stakeholders by connecting consumers who have
consumption challenges with providers of technical and
financial solutions. The City shall start with smaller opportunities
in which it enjoys a high degree of control (such as building and
vehicle fleet ownership). It can later refine patterns and lessons
learned for the benefit of others.

Many decisions taken by consumers have significant impact on
energy consumption and little or no impact on the consumer’s
convenience. The recommendation will leverage the Open
Value Network and application as a vehicle to gather historical
data from multiple sources as well as real-time data from sources,
such as remote read-out meters. The information will be
returned to the consumer through education, information
and applications as new actionable insight designed to help
the consumer make better decisions.
The City will potentially achieve improved outcomes from
current and future climate plan initiatives via better insight.
This insight can be used to prioritize efforts, enable additional
optimizations, allow for corrective actions in individual
initiatives and reduce risks of undesired outcomes.
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Recommendation 3: Extend transportation and building initiatives
The City should establish a program that enables private and business consumers and energy producers to reduce energy consumption from traffic
and in buildings through informed decisions enabled by the Open Value Network.
Scope and expected outcomes
This recommendation will affect public and private consumers and specifically focuses on the following two areas of opportunity:
• Buildings:
–– Public buildings, excluding preserved heritage buildings
–– Private buildings, including commercial complexes
–– Individually owned and social housing sector buildings
–– Pilot in the areas of Sankt Kjelds Quarter and North Harbor to validate and optimize energy efficiency recommendations
• Traffic
–– Private and public transportation
–– All means of transportation, including cars, bicycles, buses, trains, metro, walking
Expected outcomes:
Consumers will be reached wherever they are located and be provided with real-time information about their consumption, for example,
through smartphones, to make informed choices of actions. Consumers will realize savings associated with making these choices about
energy consumption in typical everyday decisions, such as (but not limited to) the following situations:
• Buildings
–– Short term: consequence of turning up/down the temperature or keeping windows open/closed
–– Medium term: purchase of household appliances
–– Long term: investments in retrofitting or energy renovations, such as insulation or heat pumps
• Traffic
–– Short term: select the best means of transport that optimizes cost, energy consumption and travel time for shorter ad hoc journeys into the city
–– Medium term: select best means of transport that optimizes cost, energy consumption and travel time for repeated daily journeys for work,
school and leisure in the city and to/from suburban neighborhoods
–– Long term: investments in own transportation, like car, carpool membership, electric vehicle, bicycle, that optimize the cost and travel time
for the majority of consumer journeys
Cost of inaction
Consumers will be unable to make informed decisions and will therefore not take appropriate actions to reduce energy consumption. Energy
consumption will remain at current or greater levels. Public interest and commitment to climate plan will diminish as consumers remain uninvolved
and unempowered. This puts the achievement of the climate plan goals at risk.
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Recommendation 3: Extend transportation and building initiatives
Proposed owner and stakeholders

Suggested resources needed

Owner: City of Copenhagen — City Development
Department

• Project Manager from Copenhagen City Development Department for two years
• Project manager from the Transportation Department for two years
• Two resources from the IT Department of the Copenhagen City for Sankt Kjelds
Quarter and North harbor area
• Two persons from the IT Department and the Transportation Department to interface
with the Open Value Network for buildings and transport respectively
• Application Development team of four to five people for a period of three months
to develop applications in the pilot locations in collaboration with the contact person
at the Open Value Network.
• For rollout across the City, the manpower requirement to be assessed based on the
learning of the pilot program
• One focal point each for stakeholders like urban developers, energy providers, energy
consumers, influencers and businesses

Stakeholders:
• City of Copenhagen (Technical and Environmental
Administration, Bygningsstyrelsen, Agency for
Government Buildings, Ministry of Climate and
Energy, Digitaliseringsstyrelsen — Agency for
Digitization, Ministry of Finance, Public Communication
Team of Copenhagen, Ministry of Energy, Ministry
of Environment):
• Citizens (Fredericksburg, Albertslund, Zealand)
• Urban developers
• Energy providers (such as DONG, HOFOR, NRGI, ARC)
• Technical infrastructure suppliers (Velux, Ramboll,
Niras, Kuban, Exergi, Amplex, Greenwave, Kuben,
Cisco, Danish Outdoor Lighting Laboratory, Danish
Lighting Innovation Network)
• Energy consumers (properties of Copenhagen, private
building owners, nonprofit social housing buildings)
• Influencers: (DHI, universities like RUC, Technical
University of Denmark, Aalborg University; Danish
Industry, Danish Board of Technology, Danish IT
Industry Association, DI Energibranchen; Connect
Denmark, Energinet)
• Businesses (Connect Denmark, Danfoss, Grundfos,
Accenture, Deloitte Clickdrive, Better Place, ABB,
Siemens, Schneider Electric)

Cost estimate: Medium. The only costs would be related to the resources requested
above and the smart meters in the pilot locations. The full rollout across the city will be
estimated after the pilot program and can be executed through the ESCO program
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Recommendation 3: Extend transportation and building initiatives (continued)
Dependencies

Key milestones, activities and timeframe

•
•
•
•

Short term (1 - 3 months)
• Buildings
–– Prepare project plan for buildings pilot — Sankt Kjelds Quarter and North Harbor area
–– Perform an energy audit and prepare a retrofit plan for each building in two pilot
locations: Sankt Kjelds Quarter and North Harbor area

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Establishment of the Open Value Network
Establishment of a governance body
Media campaigns on behavioral changes
Remote readout meters for buildings and by unit,
at a minimum
Traffic sensors to measure means of transport,
speed, count, type
Infrastructure for real-time data acquisition from sensors
Data infrastructure should meet ongoing and
ad hoc requirements based on potential findings
from ongoing tracking analysis
Real-time consumption dashboard at home and
on PDAs/smartphones
Remote/mobile-controlled home appliances
Building data (both public and private) and building
ownership (owner occupied or rented)
Real-time energy consumption data of major
buildings from providers
Energy profile of the building with retrofitting
need, plan, estimate, schedule
Consider innovative products available in lighting, such
as streetlights that are activated by motion detectors

• Traffic
–– Prepare project plan for traffic in the Sankt Kjelds Quarter and North Harbor area
–– Prepare a plan for gathering traffic data from inductive loops, manual counts,
Bluetooth® pilots, the city’s own cars and other relevant sources
• Provide catalogue of data sources and owners to the Open Value Network
• Copenhagen IT department representative to build applications to present data that
is collected, integrated, modeled, aggregated, visualized and shared via the data hub
to establish the first end-to-end solution that provides new insight
• Pilot solution used to set free current data to enable the city, businesses, students and
innovators to estimate, simulate and monitor the effect of the climate plan initiative for
the optimization of signaling systems and retrofitting of buildings
• Execute the pilot by the third month
Medium term (4 - 9 months)
• Continue to monitor the pilot for three months and report findings to the governance body
• Continue to collaborate with Open Value Network representatives to create citizen
driven, innovative applications with mobile platforms
• Buildings: Develop a 3D visual model (heat map) of energy, heating and CO2 emissions
at homes
• Traffic: Create a visual flow model of energy consumption and CO2 emissions
from traffic
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Recommendation 3: Extend transportation and building initiatives (continued)
Dependencies

Key milestones, activities and timeframe
Long term (10 - 18 months)
• Based on the pilot results, the traffic and building programs will be rolled out in other
parts of Copenhagen.
• Evolve energy consumption model and plan recognition program for energy efficient
buildings and sustainable traffic to continue the momentum with citizens.
• Four reasons to continue to run the media campaigns:
1. Reinforce energy efficiency messages for behavioral change
2. Make energy savings a high priority with consumers (currently not the case)
3. Connect CO2 emissions to health hazards
4. Begin the communication with the schools and colleges
• Consider ways to lower energy taxes, which are currently the highest in the world.
Public expectation is that government will take action in this area. Taxation to be
looked at as an incentive for adaptation of CO2 neutral initiatives.
• City should continue to assist with and guarantee loans on initiatives for lowering
energy consumption and CO2 emissions.
• Continue the tax cut for the retrofitting of old buildings. When buildings are rented,
owners will not agree to retrofit unless financial assistance is given for their investment.

Priority status
High: has huge potential to bring in substantial savings to all stakeholders.
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Achievements
•
•
•

City already has domain specific data sets with various stakeholders.
City has committed to a digital infrastructure that will facilitate new
services based on public energy consumption data
City looks at segmentation and benchmarking of city’s own buildings,
as well as there are street light and traffic signal projects in progress

Exec owner

Head, City Development Department, Copenhagen

WS lead

Head of Buildings and Transportation

Core team

Project Manager for Buildings and Transport initiatives,
Team Lead for apps development, focal points for each
stakeholder category

Issues/dependencies

Upcoming activities
•
•
•

Status

Actions to close

Acceptance of the
recommendation

Identify City’s own buildings for pilot
Plan and execute pilot project of energy reduction in buildings and from
traffic by using city owned buildings, cars and traffic infrastructure as
initial targets
Develop 3D visual model (heat map) for buildings and flow model for
traffic of energy, heating and CO2 emission that can be replicated to
alike areas in the private sector where the city have less control

Creation of Open Value Network
Identification of first use cases
for buildings, transport
Establish participation from data
owners, consumers, innovators

Deliverable/milestones

Target date

Identify city owned buildings for pilot

Week 1 - 8

Identify city owned vehicles for pilot

“

Identify data needs and data owners

“

Prepare data catalog for Open Value Network

“

Develop ROI for projects

“

Monitor results of scenarios

Color

Description

G

Deliverable/task in progress and on track

Y

Deliverable/task at risk (schedule and/or scope)

R

Deliverable/task is overdue

C

Deliverable/task complete

Week 8 - 16

Develop segmentations of buildings

“

Work with innovators to create more apps

“

Develop reports and dashboards

“

Identify alike scenarios in private sector

Establish commercial models
that suit commercial actors
as applicable

Week 16 - 24

Harden patterns and methodology

“

Define incentives and recognition programs

“

Figure 10:
Detailed action plan example for transportation and building initiatives
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Recommendation 4: Establish a
governance body

The governance body is a key enabler for all other recommendations.
This matrix senior leadership team is a decision-making body
that will be tasked with driving actions to turn the 2025 Climate
Plan vision into reality. The leadership team needs to help
those individuals by executing actions and removing barriers
to achieving full optimization of their respective initiatives.
A set of measurements will be developed and tracked as part
of this overall management system. Progress will be reviewed
at regularly scheduled meetings, typically monthly. Formal
meeting minutes will be taken and the governance body
will review actions, owners and target completion dates.

The City should establish a governance structure under the
direction of the Lord Mayor’s appointed leader with clearly
defined leadership to drive strategy, joint matrix management
oversight and system performance. This body will comprise
government, business and citizen representatives. It will establish
a measurement system to track and report on progress toward
the achievement of the 2025 carbon neutrality objectives.
The approach would be to pilot this model with a small group
of stakeholders who will collaborate and oversee initiatives that
are in the City’s control. After success is achieved with the pilot,
it will be implemented fully with all stakeholders represented
in the governance body in a phased approach, adding stakeholders
gradually based on the key initiatives underway.

2025 Carbon
Neutral Strategy

Government
Citizen

Business Leadership
Data integration

Global
leadership

Dynamic
innovation

Collaborative

Governance and Innovation Body
(Public and private members)
Lord Mayor Frank Jensen and stakeholder executives
Initiatives
Initiatives

Initiatives

Supporting organizations
Enabling IT infrastructure

Figure 11:
Governance structure
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Recommendation 4: Establish a governance body
Establish a governance and innovation structure, under the direction of the Lord Mayor’s appointed leader, with clearly defined leadership, to drive
strategy, joint matrix management oversight and system performance.
Scope and expected outcomes
Scope:
Own and manage processes, initiatives and associated projects that will move Copenhagen to 100% carbon neutrality by 2025.
The governance body’s responsibility is to drive better decisions and collaboration across the matrix of stakeholders, including government,
business and citizens. There also will be a number of supporting organizations represented on this board, such as the Copenhagen Cleantech
Cluster7. The responsibilities of the members are listed below:
• Focus on strategy, initiatives and process and establish conditions for execution excellence
• Set and communicate priorities in support of the 2025 carbon neutrality objectives
• Develop/update the Copenhagen Transformation Roadmap and interlock with the Denmark and EU Integrated Roadmaps
• Begin with a pilot phase, focusing on initiatives for which the government has control, including retrofitting government buildings,
before the expansion to other buildings (start small and then expand the scope moving forward)
• Align Copenhagen initiatives with stakeholders (government, businesses and citizens) and drive a consensus on funding priorities;
rationalize initiatives with Denmark and EU
• Ensure quality, currency and availability of data
• Measure and ensure value realization of initiatives
• Coordinate and advise the status on transformation progress
• Resolve initiative, project and portfolio issues and get consensus on initiative prioritization and alignment
• Drive efficiency and effectiveness achievements and realize operational and improvement targets
• Leverage skills of the end-to-end matrix organization
• Drive consensus across the matrix team members regarding IT issues related to the Open Value Network, the integrated
end-to-end energy model and various transportation and building initiatives
• Interlock with global organizations to participate in best practice sharing
• Build a culture of continuous improvement
• Communicate successes
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Recommendation 4: Establish a governance body (continued)
Scope and expected outcomes (continued)
Expected outcomes
An integrated management system, supported by organizational structure, to heighten:
• Demonstrated value to stakeholders
• Successful implementation of sponsored transformation and innovation initiatives
• Economic growth
• 100% carbon neutrality by 2025
• Reduction in energy consumption
• Alignment of data regarding ownership, standards, exchange algorithms, openness, privacy and structure
Cost of inaction
All stakeholders working in silos, as they do today, which will result in the implementation of initiatives that are not optimized or aligned to the overall
vision and goals of the City. The effectiveness of utilizing data to promote innovation and economic growth will be stifled. Some stakeholders may
achieve some of their individual goals but not their extent possible under a governance and innovation body that drives collaboration across all
stakeholders. Citizens and businesses will not be positioned to act/innovate without integrated data solutions, thereby inhibiting optimization
of the full benefit potential.
Proposed owner and stakeholders

Suggested resources needed

Owner: The Lord Mayor

• Focal points from all stakeholder communities to be appointed representing
their constituency
• Administrative Assistant to organize meetings, take minutes and track progress
• Project manager to be assigned to track all initiatives and ensure alignment to
the overall vision and goals, timeliness of actions and ownership assignment
established
• Time required to serve on the governance body is approximately 8 - 10 hours
a month
• Net cost is projected to be neutral — the time spent on this board will potentially
decrease the amount of time that would be spent on issues related to noncollaborative efforts

Stakeholders
• Government:
–– Claus Juhl — CEO, City of Copenhagen
(Finance Administration)
–– Claus Bjorn Billehoj — Executive Lead,
Team Growth and Partnership
–– Pernille Andersen — CEO, Technical and Environment
• Lord Mayor Frank Jensen and Mayor Ayfer Baykal
• Citizens (Frederiksund, Albertslund, Zealand)
• Urban developers
• Energy providers (DONG, HOFOR, ARC)
• Technical infrastructure suppliers (ABB, Siemens, Danfoss,
Velux, Ramboll, Niras, Danish Outdoor Lighting Laboratory,
Outdoor Lighting Innovation Network, Deloitte)
• Energy consumers
• Influencers (universities, Danish Industry, Danish Board of
Technology
• Businesses (Connect Denmark, Clickdrive)
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Recommendation 4: Establish a governance body (continued)
Dependencies

Key milestones, activities and timeframe

• Stakeholder management is key to the acceptance
and support needed to implement lasting change
• Roles/responsibilities clarification is very important
and should always tie back to strategy, vision
and mission
• Agreement on funding for staff positions
and initiatives

Short term: Planning/staffing phase (week 1 - 3)
–– Assign a leader
–– Assign administrative assistant
–– Assign a project manager
–– Identify all stakeholder members and gain their acceptance to participate
–– Develop the charter, constitution and policies
–– Define relevant board committees.
–– Develop roles and responsibilities
–– Develop project plan with timelines and owners
–– Clarify the vision and mission
Medium term: Launch the governance body (week 4)
–– Stakeholders to send a list of all initiatives to the project manager for consolidation
–– Prepare board meeting presentation materials
–– Engage stakeholders to prepare a review of their individual initiatives at the board
meeting, at which time stakeholders review, discuss and prioritize the initiatives
and project manager prepares a schedule for all reviews
• Design/prepare pilot and test concepts (week 5)
• Execute pilot and develop lessons learned (week 8)
• Plan full implementation in a phased approach (week 10)
• Execute full implementation structure based on tested pilot/small scale governance
body (week 12)

Priority
High
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Achievements
•

City has appointed a leader that would be a potential candidate
for the Copenhagen 2025 Governance Body Leader

Exec owner

The Lord Mayor (or his delegate)

WS lead

TBD

Core team

Executive Leader, Project Manager, representatives
from all stakeholders

Issues/dependencies

Actions to close

Acceptance of the
recommendation – sponsorship
from the Lord Mayor Frank
Jensen

Upcoming activities
•
•
•

Status

Identify Executive Owner, Work Stream Leader and Team
Establish baselines
Review detailed recommendations

Clear understanding of
dependencies, issues and risks
Communication of business value
to stakeholders
Deliverable/milestones
Planning phase – assign leader and
team members

Target date

Clearly defined management
system and communication plan

Week 1 - 3

Launch Copenhagen 2025 Governance Body

Week 4

Establish a baseline

Week 4

Design/prepare pilot and test concepts

Week 5

Execute pilot and develop lessons learned

Week 8

Plan full implementation in a phased approach

Week 10

Execute a full implementation

Week 12

Clearly defined success criteria
and mechanisms

Color

Figure 12:
Detailed action plan example for a governance body
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Description

G

Deliverable/task in progress and on track

Y

Deliverable/task at risk (schedule and/or scope)

R

Deliverable/task is overdue

C

Deliverable/task complete

5. Conclusion
Beyond technology recommendations, it is important to sustain
and enrich the collaboration among City officials, universities
and the private sector for which this Smarter Cities Challenge
formed a catalyst. The Copenhagen 2025 governance body will
be instrumental in the ongoing prioritization of initiatives that
will strengthen the entire community. The management system
will drive monitoring of the C02 2025 objectives and will promote
strong collaboration among all stakeholders, thereby enabling
future economic growth and sustainability.

The City of Copenhagen is forward thinking and progressive,
and its key stakeholders recognize that climate goals,
energy consumption and traffic improvements are
interconnected. The City has plans for future data
gathering instrumentation, including meters and street
light censors, with various data sources available today
in unstructured, decentralized format.
Much of the data gathered from existing sources is not fully
exploited because many data sources are not interconnected,
and thus the potential intelligence to be gleaned from the
data is unrealized. The IBM Smarter Cities Challenge team’s
short-term recommendations focus on unlocking, sharing
and analyzing data that is already collected and on building
a data model infrastructure that can be utilized as new data
sources emerge.

The benefits the City will realize from an Open Value
Network are as follows:
• Better outcomes: The City will achieve better outcomes
like higher emission reduction and higher energy reduction.
• Lower risk: The City will obtain early forecasts and take
corrective steps to emerging issues when executing 2025
Climate Plan initiatives.
• New opportunities: The City will create new insight that
can foster and/or enable new initiatives within the scope
of the climate plan.
• Growth: The City will make meaningful quality data
available for purposes other than the Climate Plan initiatives
themselves and possibly create value from new insights, new
energy technologies and new business innovations.

Unlocking data involves standardizing the data format and
collecting data from the various sources in a common repository.
Once the data is standardized, it can be shared more easily. This
aggregated, shared data enables more sophisticated analytics
and visualization to be performed, providing new insights
to guide actions (such as traffic signal timing optimization,
public works project scheduling, energy consumption behavior
modification and traffic condition information for citizens)
that enable officials to choose appropriate options to help
the City meet its 2025 carbon neutrality goals.

In summary, the City of Copenhagen has built a solid foundation
from which it can foster new innovative capabilities, as described
in these recommendations, to demonstrate leadership in
the intertwined areas of addressing climate change, energy
consumption and improving transportation performance
as a truly Smarter City.
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CITY OUTCOMES

• Exceed plan for energy
reduction
• CO2 neutrality
• Improve citizens’ quality
of life

Better
outcomes

• Build new skills
• Develop new assets and
services businesses
exports
• Education of citizens

Growth

CPH
achievements

New
opportunities

Integrated technical
solutions and business
model innovations create
new opportunities

Figure 13:
What Copenhagen achieves if it moves forward with the recommendations
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Lower
risk

Model-based decision
making provides early
warning to allow shift
responses to meet goals
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THE KEY MESSAGES ARE...
• By initiating an eco-stimulation program
• By tapping into brain power
• By having transportation and buildings serve the citizens
• By leading the matrix

...The City of Copenhagen will
achieve its world-leading goals

Figure 14:
Key outcomes of the CPH 2025 Climate Plan
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6. Appendix
A. Acknowledgments
Stakeholder

Steering commitee for Smarter Cities Challenge

Claus Bjørn Billehøj

Municipality - Financial Administration - Urban Development

Claus Juul

Municipality - Financial Administration

Emilie Hvidtfeldt

Municipality - Financial Administration - Urban Development

Hans Christian Christensen

Municipality - The Technical and Environmental administration - Environment

Jørgen Abildgaard

Municipality - The Technical and Environmental administration - Environment

Louise Tang Pedersen

Municipality - Financial Administration - Urban Development

Rolf Vibe Rønnow Foxby

Municipality -City Development Department

Tine Eriksen Green

Municipality - Financial Administration - Urban Development

Cecilie B. Müller

IBM

Michelle R. Cantor

IBM

Stakeholder

Copenhagen municipality

Urban Development

Financial Administration

Team Analysis og Climate

Københavns Ejendomme

Team Analysis & Development

Københavns Ejendomme

Directors

The Technical and Environmental administration

Team Environment

The Technical and Environmental administration

Team Resources, Strategy and organisation

The Technical and Environmental administration

Centre for Buidnings and geoinformation

The Technical and Environmental administration

Copenhagen Business Service

The Technical and Environmental administration

Team Ressources, Team Digitalisation

The Technical and Environmental administration

Team Business Service

The Technical and Environmental administration

Team Traffic

The Technical and Environmental administration
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Knowledge institution

Role

CONNECT Denmark

CONNECT Denmark is a nationwide nonprofit organisation, which consists of about
900 people from more than 400 companies in all parts of Danish business life.

Copenhagen Capacity

Copenhagen Capacity enables all companies considering locating or expanding their
operations in Copenhagen to succeed and achieve their business goals.

Copenhagen Cleantech Cluster

Copenhagen Cleantech Cluster (CCC) is at the heart of the cleantech ecosystem in
Denmark with a mission to secure continuous growth for existing cleantech companies,
to support and assist new cleantech companies and to attract more foreign cleantech
companies to Denmark.

Copenhagen Resource Institute

The Copenhagen Resource Institute is an independent consultancy conducting studies
and analyses within the field of waste, resource efficiency and sustainable consumption
and production.

DAC (Danish Architecture Centre)

The Danish Architecture Centre is a gathering point for all those stakeholders interested
in architecture and sustainable city development.

Danish Lightning Innovation Network

The Danish Lighting Innovation Network is an established network which focuses on light
and lighting.

DI Byg

DI Byg is a trade association consisting of manufacturers, suppliers, distributors and
contractors in the construction industry.

DI Energibranchen

DI Energy strives to translate the good objectives of the Energy Agreement of 2012 into
a specific framework with rules for the benefit of the energy industry.

DI-TEK

DI TEK is the Danish ICT and electronics federation for it, telecommunications, electronics
and communication enterprises.

IT-Branchen

The Danish IT Industry Association (ITB) is the largest and leading independent
representative for the IT-business community in Denmark.
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Private stakeholder

Role

ABB

ABB is a leader in power and automation technologies. ABB provides Smart Grid solutions.

Accenture

Accenture is a global management consulting, technology services and outsourcing
company, which has expertise in Smart City development.

Amagerforbrænding i/s

The second biggest incineration plan, providing district heating for big parts of Copenhagen

Amplex

An Aarhus-based company which provides Smart Grid solutions, advanced metering
infrastructures, and energy management systems.

Better Place

Leading in the field of technologies and solutions for electric vehicles.

Chef, Martin "Guf"

Sustainable cooking, Local Love.

Cisco

Private company which designs, manufactures, and sells networking equipment

Cleardrive

Project AllAround is developing an electric-powered one-way car sharing service, which is able
to service 5000 members in Copenhagen with 150 EVs and only 3 simple charging stations.

ClimateCHECK Corporation

ClimateCHECK is an innovative greenhouse gas management solutions company with
expertise in the leading GHG standards and protocols

Danfoss

Danfoss develops and produces a range of different products for the Smart City including
everything from sensors and heating technologies to equipment for solar energy monitoring.

Danish Board of Technology

The Danish Board of Technology Foundation is devoted and engaged to tasks and
contribution concerning public matters that require knowledge of technology

Danish Energy Association

The Danish Energy Association is a commercial and professional organisation for Danish
energy companies.

Danish Power Systems

Danish Power Systems is a research based development company founded in 1994.
Working in the fields of energy and chemistry, our mission is to promote environmentally
sustainable technological developments through research, innovation and consultancy.

Deloitte Consulting

Private consultancy company

DONG Energy

One of Northern Europe's leading energy companies. Produces, distributes, trades etc.
energy.

Eltel Networks

Operations of traffic lights and street lamps in Cph city
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Private stakeholder

Role

energinet.dk

Energinet.dk maintain the security of energy supply (gas and electricity) in Denmark.
Furthermore, energinet.dk develops the overall energy infrastructure of Denmark.

Exergi

Compares indoor climate measurements with local weather data and energy measurements
in order to model the flow of air, moisture and energy in the building.

Greenabout AS

Green About A / S imports, distributes, sells and leases electric vehicles and closely related
products and services

GreenWave Reality

GreenWave Reality is a global innovator in the Smart Home Services market which includes
Energy Management, Connected Lighting, and Home Monitoring services

Grontmij

Grontmij is a leading consultancy company with expertise in water and energy,
transportation and mobility, and planning and design.

Grundfos

Grundfoss develops, produces and delivers pumps for heating/cooling installations,
water supply and drainage waste water, with the highest efficiency and great energy
saving potentials in buildings.

HOFOR

HOFOR is one of Denmark’s leading energy supply companies in charge of the energy
supply for Copenhagen.

IBM

IBM is an IT company which sells hardware, software, consultancy and services.
Leading within Smarter Cities solutions.

Kuben Management A/S

Building management

NIRAS

Consultancy in a variety of fields such as construction and infrastructure, public
utilities, environmental and natural resources, climate change and energy, planning,
and development consulting

Ramboll

Ramboll is a consultancy company delivering holistic solutions for a range of different
sectors, including the transport, building, and energy sectors.

Schneider Electric A/S

Schneider Electric is a global specialist in energy optimization of existing as well as
new buildings.

Siemens

Siemens is one of the world’s leading cleantech companies, providing a range of solutions
suitable for the Smart City.

Spirae

Spirae is one of the leading companies within the Smart Grid market. The company is a
partner in the Smart City Kalundborg project.

Velux

Development of better living environments with daylight and fresh air through the roof
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Public stakeholder

Role

Agency for Digitisation

The Agency is in charge of the digitisation of Denmark and is responsible for the
implementation of the government's digital ambitions in the public sector.

Bygningsstyrelsen

The ministry is responsible for national and international efforts to prevent climate change,
as well as energy issues, national geological surveys in Denmark and Greenland, and
meteorology

IT University Copenhagen

The IT University is an independent educational and research institution, dedicated to the
digital world.

Municipality of Albertslund

Municipality network working with Environmental and Technical Administration

Municipality of Roskilde

Municipality network working with Environmental and Technical Administration

Region Zealand

Initiatives concerning Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency in Zealand including new
types of Cleantech technologies in cooperation with local actors. Focus on regional and
sustainable growth

Roskilde University

Research Department. Environmental studies.

The Danish Technical University (DTU)

Space research and technology Departement. Focus on climate change and sustainable
development

Aalborg University Copenhagen

Centre for Bioenergy

Citizen stakeholder

Role

Anne Mette and Mogens Storgaard Jakobsen

Entrepreneurs and owners of three companies: Natur-energi, Userreport og Epinion.

Arcitect Student

Tietgent Kollegiet

Student

IBM student talking about university life and his perspectives on the Carbon Neutrality
Mission.
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B. Team biographies
Kim Gandhi

Larry O’Connell

Director
Mobile, Workplace Services and
Software Services, US

Director
Global Technical Leadership office

Gandhi has more than 14 years of experience with IBM, as well
as previous technical roles at Sears and Monsanto. Gandhi
leads a team with more than 400 IT professionals responsible
for service solutions and service delivery, combining business
partnerships and alliances to deliver projects and managed
services globally.

O’Connel has 30 years of industry experience, including
15 years with IBM. Prior to IBM, O’Connell had technical
and leadership roles at Lucent Technologies, AT&T Bell
Labs and in the electric utility industry.
O’Connell leads the deployment, education and support of a
team of more than 800 technical architects worldwide who are
assigned to IBM clients to work on solutions that meet client
needs. These senior technical experts focus on accelerating the
client’s growth across a diverse set of industries, including life
sciences, financial services, industrial, telecommunications,
government, retail and energy/utility. O’Connell serves as the
Chairman of the Board and Chief Volunteer Officer of United
Way of Central New Jersey.

Gandhi’s background includes process optimization, ITIL
and LEAN process engineering, workplace energy conservation
in retail and delivery of services projects and managed solutions.
Externally, Gandhi donates to Advocate Hospital Intensive Care
Pediatrics plus volunteers at Northern Illinois Food Bank.
Gandhi has a BBA in marketing from the University of Eau Claire
in Wisconsin.

O’Connel has undergraduate and graduate degrees in mechanical
engineering from Manhattan College and an MBA from New
York University.
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Peter B. Lange

Josie Romualdi

Executive IT Architect
European Chief Technology Office,
Software Group

Director
Americas Client Services Procurement,
Integrated Supply Chain

Lange has 16 years’ experience with IBM and more than
25 years of experience with IT solutions development and delivery.
Lange’s role drives technical strategies and architectural principle
solutions for Smarter Cities and Smarter Healthcare®. He has
focused primarily on digitization of business processes as enablers
of automation and second-generation citizen self-service solutions
while pioneering systems for intelligent city operations.

Romualdi has more than 30 years of international experience
with IBM. Romualdi leads a team of 400 individuals in Latin
America, the US and Canada and is responsible for $14 billion
dollars of spend, supporting the acquisition of goods and
services for integration into client solutions.
Romualdi has led key initiatives, including a consulting
engagement in Shenzhen, China, delivering transformation
leadership services in the areas of order to cash, procurement
and global process management. Externally, she serves as
a board member for Purchasing Management associations
as well as serving as the Vice President of St Vincent de Paul,
a charitable organization.

Lange’s background includes key international experience,
including roles in the Nordics, Europe, Asia-Pacific and the
US. He volunteers in the Denmark National Disaster Services.
Lange has a B.Sc.EE in electronic engineering from the
Engineering College of Copenhagen as well as an HD
in IT from Copenhagen Business School.

Romualdi has an MBA from the University of Western
Ontario, Canada.
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Ramakrishnan Dhamodaran
Director
Smarter Planet Solutions,
India/South Asia region

Dhamodaran has more than 14 years of experience with IBM,
as well as a previous sales leadership role in Cisco Systems.
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